
Ultrahuman hires former KKR exec ahead of
expansion drive

Bhuvan Srinivasan appointed as the first Chief Business Officer at
Ultrahuman as it ramps up leadership team ahead of scale mode
with global expansion on the horizon

NEWS RELEASE BY ULTRAHUMAN

 Ultrahuman, the rapidly growing metabolic fitness platform, has today appointed its first

chief business officer, installing Bhuvan Srinivasan in the leadership team. This

appointment comes hot on the heels of the recent $17.5m funding round as Ultrahuman

aims to help over a billion people in the world improve their metabolic fitness.

Bhuvan has spent over 14 years in consultancy and private equity before joining

Ultrahuman. He was most recently a Director in KKR's India team where he led multiple

investments in pharma, hospitals, waste management, tech and education. His key focus

was to drive transformation, turbocharge growth, hire senior management, lead M&A

transactions and achieve successful funding rounds and exits for their portfolio.
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Prior to joining KKR, Bhuvan was with Bain Capital. Prior to that he was with Bain &

Company in Singapore working with businesses in Southeast Asia and across the Middle

East. He holds an MBA with honors from The Wharton School of the University of

Pennsylvania. Having read his undergrad and masters in Biomedical Engineering from the

Johns Hopkins University, Bhuvan began his career as a research scientist working on

continuous glucose monitoring at Medtronic Diabetes in Los Angeles.

On his appointment to chief business officer at Ultrahuman, Bhuvan Srinivasan commented:

“Life has come full circle for me in joining Ultrahuman. I began my career as a research

scientist for glucose sensors for diabetes. Since then, I have benefitted from working

closely with a range of businesses and people, skills that I will be able to utilise in driving

the future trajectory of Ultrahuman as it scales globally. Research over the last 15 years

has shown that good glucose control is important for preventing other diseases as well,

including cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer’s and even cancer. I have been an avid

supporter of the business over the years and am thrilled to be joining this amazing group

of people who are focussed on making a huge impact.”

Ultrahuman was started by Mohit Kumar and Vatsal Singhal who were also co-founders

at Runnr that later merged with Zomato. Mohit is an avid cyclist, biohacker and Brazilian

The Ultrahuman Cyborg wearable helps people optimize their exercise and nutrition base



Jiu-Jitsu enthusiast. Vatsal is a cross fit enthusiast and biohacker. Mohit was training at one

of the largest MMA Camps in the world (Tiger Muay Thai). There he observed athletes

train smartly via usage of data, recovery tools and protocols. He got together with Vatsal

and they came up with a vision for Ultrahuman where they can make the journey of

fitness for people more personalised and impactful.

“We are navigating our scale up journey and having people like Bhuvan will certainly

bolster our efforts. His appointment is part of the next phase of growth and his

experience in building businesses will provide the perspective and guidance Ultrahuman

requires as we charter the course” said Ultrahuman Founder and CEO Mohit Kumar.

The metabolic health crisis is unarguably one of the largest healthcare crises that exists

today. Over a billion people in the world suffer from a metabolic health disorder which

contributes to almost 85% of all chronic diseases in the world. By helping people

understand how food and exercise affects their metabolic health, people would be able

to make informed choices about what they eat and their activity levels. The approach is a

geography / diet agnostic way to help people eat and exercise better.

The Ultrahuman Cyborg wearable helps people optimize their exercise and nutrition

based on glucose biomarkers. Launched in June 2021, Ultrahuman has already amassed

tens of thousands of people on a waitlist whilst users rave about their experience on

Twitter after using the wearable. An important biomarker like glucose can be very

revealing about how a particular food item affects the user’s metabolic health by

measuring the glucose response. This response is unique to an individual and it depends

on various factors like their microbiome diversity, stress levels, time of the day, food

ingredient quality etc.

 

About Ultrahuman

Ultrahuman is headquartered in the US and India. It is the world's most advanced

metabolic fitness platform. It helps people create long-term habits and changes via

instant nudges and deep health insights instead of diets and strict exercise routines. For

more information and updates on Ultrahuman, please visit ultrahuman.com 
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